
Testimonials:

"I love the ability of AuditUtopia® to manage more parts of the audit process all at once.

The real time request management system is a great tool!"

--Microbiologist, Medtronic

"Allows for very efficient way of managing audits. Audit summary is actually completed

at end of audit without the need to draft an audit report."

--Director Quality, LSNE

“Successful FDA inspections are dependent on having a combination of seasoned

individuals responsible for hosting, note-taking, and running requests back and forth

from the conference room. AuditUtopia® has been tested during my simulated FDA

mock inspections and it serves to overall stream-line the inspection process. As a former

FDA investigator, I fully endorse AuditUtopia® and recommend it to any company

working in a regulated industry. It will impress any FDA investigator that comes to your

facility for an inspection. Successfully managing FDA inspections is the bottom line.”

--Former Commander, Food and Drug Administration
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"AuditUtopia® is a highly configurable platform that provides the user the means to

maintain continuous audit readiness (from materials, systems, equipment, training,

certification, personnel, self testing, quality control, etc.). Time and again, with auditors

from the FDA and other compliance agencies, the audits (whether planned or surprise

audits) went off wihtout a hitch. AuditUtopia®'s GUI from an auditor's perspective is

simply the best you will find. The ability to capture all required information (SOPs, Policy

Document, Training Records, Equipment Maintenance Logs, Safety Inspections,

Certifications) in a graphic medium, provides visual evidence that makes the auditor's

job easist. Gone are the days of ruffling through paper training records, invoices,

manufacturing logs. All required information is at the auditor's fingertips. AuditUtopia® is

now the Gold Standard among platforms of its kind."

--Verified Reviewer on Capterra

"Functionality - AuditUtopia® is as advertised. The core functions of AU could be

handled by juggling several apps, but AU brings everything together in one place (audit

trail, audit notes, document requests). If you are regularly under audit (such that

everything might blend together), this will keep everything nice and organized and

reviewable later."

--Verified Reviewer on Capterra

"Fast and easy setup - we were up and running for our first mock audit within a few

hours. Intuitive interface for users - the core functionality (scribing / backroom visibility /

document request tracking) have been the features we have focused on."

--Verified Reviewer on Capterra
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